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Yuuki Defensive Concepts Style Guide 

Summary 

"Martial arts is like a mirror, in which you look at yourself before you wash your face in the morning. You 

see yourself, simply, the way that you are.” 

-Jiddu Krishnnamurti 

Yuuki Defense is an approach to training. It is a mindset; a philosophy. It is a lens through which to view 

combative training, and to view life. There are no new techniques presented here, no inventions of 

movement, and no long lost martial secrets. Yuuki Defensive is simple, it is honest; it is practical.  It is a 

collection of fighting concepts, a study of combat principles. It is an approach to training that seeks to 

liberate the student from the bounds of any particular style, and to free them to spontaneously create 

technique as necessary in the moment.  

Yuuki is empowering, it breeds confidence, and it embodies peace. The goal of Yuuki Defense is to 

develop self-awareness and understanding in order to lead a better life. It is about making a habit out of 

personal challenge. It is about the relentless pursuit of ideals, and striving for more.  It is about having 

the courage to face your opponent: on the streets, in the ring, or inside yourself. It is about fearlessly 

facing life’s challenges, and applying the lessons learned during training to overcome them.  

Our Creed is:  “Courage to Defend. Skills to Prevail.” 

What does Yuuki mean? 

"Even though surrounded By several enemies set to attack, Fight with the thought That they are but 

one."  

- Ueshiba 

 

 “Yuuki” is one of the seven virtues of Bushido that means “courage.” It is the guiding principle of our 
approach to violence and conflict. Yuuki means brave, courageous energy. It is comprised of two kanji 
characters. The first is “yuu,” which means courageous. Within this symbol, there is also the symbol for 
strength, chikara. The second kanji character is “ki,” which is energy or internal power.  
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Yuuki and Bushido 
 

"The true martial artist yields to the weak, while withstanding the strong." 

 
Bushido was the ethical code of the Samurai, and served as a guideline for how one who was well 
trained in martial skills should conduct himself in daily life. It is a behavioral guide that should not be 
overlooked by anyone who is serious about becoming a true master of martial arts. In order to master 
any skill, martial or otherwise, one must first master himself.  This is the truth of Bushido.  The seven 
virtues are: 
 

1) Gi – Right Action, Duty 
2) Yuuki – Courage 
3) Jin – Benevolence 
4) Rei – Politeness or Morality 
5) Makoto – Truthfulness 
6) Meiyo – Honor 
7) Chuugi- Loyalty 

 

 Goal of Yuuki Defense Concepts 

"To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of preserving peace." 

-General George Washington 

The goal of Yuuki is to instill the mindset needed to survive dangerous encounters, along with the skills 
needed to emerge unharmed. Yuuki firmly believes that the individual is his own best teacher. 
Combative training is a mirror, and only through dedication to the deeper ideals of Yuuki and Bushido, 
can a student achieve real proficiency, and the peace that comes from knowing oneself intimately. Yuuki 
is for the individual who understands that the journey is more important than the destination. Aside 
from its martial applications, Yuuki expands the mind through the exploration of biomechanical 
principles, through understanding cultural influences, and by looking at various approaches to conflict.  

 

Background of the System 

"Fast as the wind, quiet as a forest, aggressive as fire, and immovable as a mountain."  

- Samurai Battle Banner 

 

Yuuki is a system that focuses primarily on the combative applications of traditional Shotokan, Aiki-jutsu, 
Jujutsu, and Wing Chun through careful examination of the concepts presented in kata, and in 
traditional practice. It is primarily Japanese in its foundations, but also incorporates Filipino close range 
weapon concepts, along with vital point striking taken from Chinese traditional medicine. However, 
Yuuki is open to all valid interpretations defensive concepts, regardless of origin. 
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What Does it Look Like? 

"Sword and mind must be united. Technique by itself is insufficient, and spirit alone is not enough."  

-Yamada Jirokichi 

 

Yuuki Defense is straightforward system of combative movement that employs strikes, joint locking, 

throws, vital point striking, and weapons for street self-defense. Understanding of body position, angles, 

and leverage is crucial, as “trick techniques” are avoided.  Yuuki students develop the proper mentality 

to deal with, and to survive, violent conflict. 

 

What is the Meaning of our Logo? 

The Yuuki logo is comprised of 3 parts, signifying the relationship between mind, 
body, and spirit. Its colors are Red, White, and Black. Red, the color of blood, signifies 
the heightened awareness necessary to successfully emerge from violent conflict, and 
is a respectful reminder of the consequences of violence. White, found in the center, 
signifies the Yuuki practitioner’s purity of intention in using the martial arts. Black 
represents the lethal reality of combative techniques properly employed, and is 

located on top of the other colors as to show that only with a foundation of pure intention and 
heightened awareness can one truly embody Yuuki. The red mitsudomoe is the background of the Yuuki 
logo, and is associated with Hachiman, the Shinto god of war, and later with the samurai. It pays 
homage to the Ryu-Kyu origins of many Yuuki techniques, and represents the body, for which martial 
training is the foundation of defense. The black bamboo is the symbol of the Vietnamese people and 
represents adaptability and gentle strength. It is also a sign of respect to the founder’s master, who was 
Vietnamese. The flexible yet strong bamboo is an analogy for the mind of the Yuuki student, which must 
move freely with the currents of circumstance, while remaining strong and firmly rooted. The black kanji 
for “Yuuki” comprises the final part of the logo, and represents spirit. Just as Master Funakoshi said, 
“Spirit first, technique second,” so too must the Yuuki student remember that through the embodiment 
of samurai courage, proper techniques will present themselves in the heat of the moment. It is the 
combination of these factors, and the concepts that they represent that is the foundation for the Yuuki 
approach to violence and conflict.  
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TRAINING PRINCIPLES 

 

“Teachers open the door, but you must enter by yourself."  

-Chinese Proverb 

 

Core Tenets of Training 

1) Take techniques that are available, don’t force them. 

2) If you cannot go one way, go another. There is always a path to take. 

3) At times you must stand strong like an oak tree. At others, be fluid like water. 

4) If you embody the principles and understand the concepts, then the techniques will reveal 

themselves spontaneously. 

5) Seek to understand the basics of human anatomy. This is your tool, your weapon, and your 

target:  

a. Learn to attack varying systems: Skeletal, nervous, muscular, circulatory, and respiratory 

b. Understand the relationships between various bodily systems and how they affect one 

another. 

c. Learn “natural” physiological responses, and base your combative flow on these ideas. 

6) Find what is practical. 

7) Study the basics repeatedly and diligently. Whatever you give to them, they will give back 

tenfold. 

8) Start with comfortable distances, but seek to reduce your range as you advance your skills. 

a. Shrink distance, reduce time, conserve movement, waste no energy 

9) Attack and defense are one and the same. 

10) Dedicate yourself to developing your spirit and your mind at least as much as your physical skills, 

more even. 

Principles of Combat 

1) Win with position. Specific techniques are just a consequence of position. 

2) Always maintain your structure and seek to destroy your opponent’s structure.  

3) Neutralize all threats as quickly as possible, and control the overall situation.  

Controls 

1) Control Yourself: Thoughts, Actions, Integration of Movement and Intention 

2) Control your Attacker: Dominating Spirit, Breaking Structure, Breaking Will to Fight 

Studying Position & Dynamic Movement 

1) Kata is your primary tool, as it teaches principles and concepts 

2) Partners are secondary tools, as they demonstrate specifics 
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3) As you progress, these primary and secondary tools often switch roles 

Kata Principles  

1) Perform movements exactly 

2) There are no wasted movements 

3) Understand stances and their functions 

4) Study angles (feet, hips, shoulders, limb interception, angles of attack) 

5) Incorporate hand techniques after working on stances, study the relationship of hands to 

hips/feet 

6) Apply the above principles of combat to all applications (Bunkai) 

Partner Principles 

1) Kata applications become partner drills 

2) Seek variation 

3) Explore alternative attacks, angles, and sides 

4) Learn to flow freely 
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MARTIAL ARTS SOURCES, CONCEPTS, AND TECHNIQUES 

"To win one hundred victories in one hundred battles is not the highest skill. To subdue the 

enemy without fighting is the highest skill." 

-Sun-Tsu 

Karate: Our Foundation 

“There are many kinds of martial arts, ...at a fundamental level these arts rest on the same basis. It is no 

exaggeration to say that the original sense of Karate-Do is at one with the basis of all martial arts. Form 

is emptiness, emptiness is form itself. The kara of Karate-Do means this.” 

-Master Funakoshi 
 

Karate is a martial science that originated the Ryu-Kyu kingdom of Okinawa. Its influences are primarily 

Chinese, but the indigenous peoples of Okinawa transformed the Chinese methods of “te”- meaning 

“hand,” into a uniquely effective fighting art. Later, as Okinawan masters traveled to Japan, and then to 

the West, karate became internationally recognized for its sport variants and spectacular 

demonstrations. However, the core principles of karate are well rooted in a deep understanding of 

biomechanics, distancing, and simple physics. Karate is a fantastically efficient system of defense that, 

when properly employed, can transform nearly anyone into a formidable example of real defense. It is 

unfortunate that the majority of the “modern” systems, and “mixed martial arts” programs today do not 

value karate for its beautiful efficiency, and lethality. In its purest manifestations, karate can end any 

confrontation with blinding speed and devastating results.  For these reasons, we employ karate as the 

foundation of our defense, and build upon it with specialty concepts from other styles that complement 

its natural strengths, and compensate for its natural weaknesses. 

Below is a basic list of the karate techniques that we utilize regularly. This is not exhaustive: 

1) Stances: Natural Stance, Cat Stance, Forward Stance, Back Stance, Diagonal Stance, Horse 

Stance, Crescent Stance, L Stance, V Stance, T Stance, X Stance/ Cross-Legged Stance, Lunge 

Stance, Turtle Stance, Dinh Stance, Pigeon Stance, Parallel Stance. 

2) Hand Techniques Blocking: high block, middle block, low block, outer middle block, knife hand 

block, simultaneous high low blocks, elbow blocks, back hand blocks, wedge block, arrow block, 

downward forearm block, hammerfist block, forearm blocks, shuffle block, sliding block, joined 

hands/butterfly block, x block, reinforced blocks, punching blocks, monkey, crane, fishtail 

3) Hand Techniques Attacking: seikan, lunge punch, reverse punch, vertical punch, close punch, 

hook punch, backfist strikes, spearhand strikes, ox jaw strikes, chicken head strikes, one finger 

strikes, two finger strikes, thumb strikes, palm heel strikes, palm corner strikes, elbow strikes, 

horizontal chop, vertical chop, diagonal chop, ridgehand strikes, hammerfist strikes, forearm 

strikes, rising punch, tigermouth, bent wrist strikes 

4) Kicking techniques: knee strikes, stamping kicks, front thrust, side thrust, front snap, 

roundhouse, side snap, crescent, reverse crescent, hook kick, back thrust, inside roundhouse, 

spinning kicks, jumping kicks, flying kicks, double kicks.  
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5) Kata: Taikyuoku 1-3, Pinan 1-5, Tekki 1-3, Jutte, Empi, Chinte (all movement concepts and 

principles from these kata) 

6) 5 step, 3 step, 1 step sparring 

7) Free sparring 

Aiki-jutsu: Learning to Blend 

“When an opponent moves forward, move in and greet him; if he wants to pull back, send him on his 

way.”  

- Ueshiba 

 

The concept of “Aiki” is that of harmonizing or blending energy. It is presented fairly early on in our 

approach to learning as a balance to the usually “hard” or “external” techniques of karate (which are 

later revealed to contain elements of both yin (soft) and yang (hard)). Aiki movements employ circular 

motion, and continuous momentum. They blend to extend the opponents energy and intention into 

redirections that result in joint locks and/or projections. Circular footwork is often used when working 

with aiki principles. The following techniques and movement concepts are taken from Aikido, founded 

by Master Ueshiba, and used in Yuuki Defense for illustrative and combative purposes alike. Learning to 

flow from hard to soft, and developing the sensitivity to flow from one redirection to another is very 

important. Again, this list is not exhaustive: 

1) Ikkyo, Nikkyo, Sankyo, Yonkyo, Gokyo 

2) Kote Gaeshi 

3) Shiho Nage 

4) Irimi Nage/ Kokyu Nage 

5) Tenchi Nage 

6) Tenkan/ Irimi footwoork   

7) All techniques as immobilizations AND as projections 

8) RANDORI    

Wing Chun: The Middle Way 

“Know the difference between Yin and Yang, real and feigned. Take advantage of any available 

opportunity” 

-Wing Chun Maxim 

 

While Karate and Aikido do well to demonstrate the opposite, yet complementary, aspects of “hard and 

soft”/ “yin and yang,” Wing Chun principles help Yuuki Students learn to bridge the initial conceptual 

divide that seems to exist between them. Wing Chun is both hard and soft simultaneously. Its clear 

striking techniques, combined with its “sticky hands” and trapping concepts, begin to reveal the speed 

and grace with which a violent encounter can be controlled when using a balanced approach to fighting. 

Here again, Yuuki students develop sensitivity to the opponent, and learn to respond through feel rather 

through sight alone. Wing Chun is not particularly powerful, but its speed and its unique methodology 
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are undeniably valuable. It is an excellent complementary art, and for these reasons we add it to our 

conceptual base.  The techniques and concepts below are not exhaustive: 

1) Centerline Principle – Control the centerline by occupying the centerline 

a. Maintain your structure 

b. Inner and outer gates 

c. Deflect offline, attack straight 

d. Power from the center 

e. Elbow control 

2) Redirection and Deflection 

3) Body Shifting 

4) Trapping 

5) Speed and Follow up 

6) Advancing Foot Work 

7) Sil Nim Tao 

8) Wu sao, pak sau, tan sao, fuk sao, bong sao, biu jee, rolling elbow, pressing to center, vertical 

punch, chain punching, stamping kicks 

Judo: The Takedowns   

“Carefully observe oneself and one's situation, carefully observe others, and carefully observe one's 

environment... Consider fully, act decisively”  

– Kano’s 5 Principles of Judo 

Judo, or “the gentle way,” as founded by Master Jigoro Kano is an excellent martial sport. Yuuki seeks to 

follow many of the scientific approaches to technique and leverage developed by the Kodokan, but 

returns them to more combative applications. In general, the techniques that Yuuki borrows from Judo 

do not require a dogi to complete, and can be applied in a “street fight.” Judo has done a fantastic job of 

codifying and systematizing the most efficient ways to topple even a strong and unwilling opponent, and 

when combined with the “hard” techniques and body positions taken from karate, it seamlessly 

integrates devastating takedowns that can end street encounters quickly. It is crucial to understand the 

underlying mechanics of Judo techniques to make them effective, and for this reason, Yuuki students 

focus on the three “Ks” of all Judo throws: Kuzushi (unbalancing), Kuzuri (entering), Kake (execution). By 

applying these three parts to all takedowns, we ensure that we are following the spirit and practice of 

Judo principles in our applications. The technique/concept list below is not exhaustive: 

1) Osoto Gari 

2) Ouchi Gari 

3) Osoto Guruma 

4) Kouchi Gari 

5) O Goshi 

6) Ippon Seio Nage 

7) Tai Otoshi 
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8) Seio Otoshi 

9) Harai Goshi 

10) De Ashi Harai 

11) Hiza Guruma 

12) Uchi Mata 

13) Hane Goshi 

14) Yoko Otoshi 

15) Tomo Nage 

16) Sukuei Nage 

17) Sumi Gaeshi 

18) Osoto Maki Komi  

19) ALL UKEMI 

20) RANDORI 

Jujustu & Jiu-Jitsu: Rolling with it 

“Always assume that your opponent is going to be bigger, stronger and faster than you; so that you 

learn to rely on technique, timing and leverage rather than brute strength.” 

-Helio Gracie 

 

In regards to traditional jujutsu, Yuuki students acquire many of the techniques found in Aikido, Judo, 

and BJJ, and then learn to apply them combatively for self-defense. In many ways, Jujutsu is 

indistinguishable from Aikido and/or Judo. It is the parent art of both of those systems, and Aikido and 

Judo techniques rightly belong to it. However, we make a distinction between them due to the 

systemization of training methods and clarification of concepts developed by the founders of those arts. 

Yuuki Further recognizes the distinction between traditional combative Jujutsu and Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, 

the latter of which focuses primarily on ground defense.  Important for Yuuki Defense is the concept of 

“ju,” or “gentle techniques.” It is an approach that seeks to flow with the energy of the engagement, and 

which helps a smaller person to defeat a larger person. Later, Yuuki students learn that the concept of 

“ju” is not restricted to soft style techniques alone.  

Brazilian Jiu-jitsu is extremely well developed in ground defense. Although technically a branch of Judo, 

its submission and ground fighting techniques are second to none. Much of its early material overlaps 

Judo mat work, but it quickly evolves into a very technical and effective system all its own. Since Yuuki 

Defense emphasizes street practicality, many of the BJJ techniques that require a dogi have been 

similarly omitted. And, while ground fighting is an important aspect of combat, it should be avoided in a 

street fighting situation, as concrete and groups of enemies have a way of defeating even the strongest 

submission grappler.  Below is a list of techniques and concepts borrowed from Jujutsu and Jiu-jitsu. It is 

not exhaustive: 

1) Position then submission (standing and ground) 

2) Submissions from all positions 

3) On Kesa Gatame/ 3 Kuzuri Kesa Gatame (scarf hold, 3 variations) 
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4) Yoko Shiho Gatame/ 2 Kuzuri Yoko Shiho Gatame ( side 4 corner hold/side control, 2 variations) 

5) Tate Shiho Gatame (top 4 corner hold/ mount) 

6) Kami Shiho Gatame (North-South) 

7) Rear Mount 

8) Hooks 

9) Guard 

10) Knee on Belly 

11) Positional Transitions 

12) Hip Control 

13) Leverage on Ground 

14) Guard Passes 

15) Juji Ude Gatame (Cross arm lock/ standard arm bar) 

16) Ude Gatame (Arm Immobilizations Standing) 

17) Ude Garami (Bent arm locks(kimura, omo plata, hammerlock/key lock)) 

18) Hara Gatame (Arm lock using the center or waist) 

19) Waki Gatame (facedown arm lock) 

20) Hadaka Jime variations (naked chokes) 

21) Ude Hishigi Hiza Gatame (Knee arm Lock) 

22) Knee Bars 

23) Ankle Locks 

24) Sankaku Jime (triangle choke)  

25) Submission combinations 

26) Crucifix 

27) Neck Cranks 

28) Bicep Crunch/ Calf Crunch 

29) ROLLING 

Vital Point Striking, Animal Concepts, Weapons 

"It is better to avoid than to block, It is better to block than to strike, It is better to strike than to hurt, It 

is better to hurt than to maim, It is better to maim than to kill, It is better to kill than to be killed,  

All life is precious and none can be replaced" 

-Kung-Fu Principle 

Vital point striking is a key element of any combat system. Understanding anatomical vulnerabilities and 

learning to exploit them is an equalizing force in an otherwise unbalanced matchup. Careful explanation 

and instruction on vital point striking is given in stages throughout training in Yuuki Defense. 

Understanding the physiological connections of the nervous, respiratory, and circulatory systems 

through vital point striking can help a defender to “lead” his attacker, and more quickly neutralize a 

threat. Additionally, vital points can provide a “use of force continuum” that enables a Yuuki defender to 

employ “pain compliance” rather than inflicting lasting or permanent damage to the opponent. That 

said, full force strikes on vital points can be lethal, and their potential can NEVER be underappreciated. A 
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healthy respect for fellow man, and for the consequences of violence must be present and cultivated 

before in depth instruction on vital points will be conducted.  

Throughout the history of martial arts, animals have served as inspiration for combat methods. Yuuki 

Defense recognizes this, and occasionally incorporates concepts from animal forms to further 

supplement training and to facilitate understanding. Not only do many styles owe inspiration to animal 

movements (Wing Chun, for example, was said to be developed from the observations of a snake 

fighting a crane), but also many traditional animal matchups provide key insights into strengths and 

weaknesses of specific approaches, ie. Tiger vs. Monkey, Snake vs. Crane. Animal movements often 

show, in another way, the interplay between “yin and yang” or “hard and soft” in martial arts.  

Weapon training is important supplemental training that refines coordination, deepens understanding 

of power extension, and opens new perspectives on practical defense. Yuuki Defense begins weapon 

training with the short stick once students reach an early intermediate level, and later moves into street 

knife defense. Further along, students can expect to learn single short stick forms, drills, patterns, and 

disarms; double stick drills, patterns, and disarms; knife on knife; knife and short stick combinations; and 

bo (6 foot staff) forms and applications. At higher levels, students can take on sai, tonfa, and kama forms 

if they so desire. However, the main emphasis of Yuuki Defense weapons training is on street practical 

usage of short stick and knife through an in-depth understanding of angles and movement, similar to its 

unarmed approach to self-defense.    

Putting It All Together 

"Ultimately, you must forget about technique. The further you progress, the fewer teachings there are. 

The Great Path is really NO PATH."  

-Ueshiba 

Students must understand that it takes time to develop proficiency in these concepts and principles. The 

training will often be repetitive and “boring.” However, it is through this rigorous training that one 

develops the body, sharpens the mind, and forges the martial spirit. Training is often uncomfortable, not 

for its own sake, but to prepare the student, as best as possible, for the harsh reality of violence. If 

training resembles the rigor of combat, then the mind, body, and spirit are free to work as one in the 

midst of chaos. Moreover, one will be better able to overcome the autonomic “fight, flight, or freeze,” 

response induced by the extreme stress of an attack. If the body and mind are conditioned to this type 

of stress, then it is more likely that the student will diffuse an attack without conscious thought, using 

the techniques and principles drilled into him or her through countless hours of training. All of this leads 

to a better chance of survival in the worst case scenario, and an otherwise calm and confident 

demeanor in daily life.  

Yuuki Defense incorporates principles and concepts from a number of sources to give the student 

options. Specific techniques are illustrative of wider, underlying principles of movement that, when 

properly understood, generate techniques freely and spontaneously. This level of comprehension is 

what Yuuki Defense cultivates in its practitioners; a freedom of movement, a freedom from style 

constraint, and freedom of the mind.     


